The Faculty of Chemistry, Biology and Biotechnology prepares Bachelors in Educational Programs "Biology", "Biochemistry", "Ecology", "Chemistry"; Masters in Educational Programs "Analytical chemistry", "Biology", "Biochemistry", "Ecology", "Chemistry", "Physical chemistry" and PhD’s in Educational and Scientific program "Chemistry".

Educational programs include specializations in the fundamental fields of chemical science: analytical chemistry, biochemistry, inorganic chemistry, organic chemistry, physical chemistry and applied fields: computer chemistry, chemical ecology, drug chemistry, food chemistry. The Faculty prepares specialists focused on the fundamental issues of biology and ecology in the fields of botany, plant physiology and biochemistry, mycology, zoology, human and animal physiology, biophysics, ecology and environmental protection.

PhD’s are trained in the fields of inorganic chemistry, organic chemistry, physical chemistry and polymer chemistry.

The Faculty of Chemistry, Biology and Biotechnology has a highly professional teaching staff: professors and associate professors PhD, the vast majority of whom are its graduates.

The competitive advantage of the faculty is the training of professionals in chemistry and biochemistry, whose diplomas are recognized not only in Ukraine, but also by employers of Universities and research centers of the USA, Canada, European Union, Israel and other countries in the world. On March 1, 2018, the Faculty of Chemistry was reorganized into the Research Institute of Chemistry. Today the Department of Biochemistry and Physical Chemistry functions in its structure.

The Faculty consists of 6 departments offering Bachelor and Master programs:
Faculty of Economics is one of the biggest and most prestigious educational centers of the country, which was founded in 1966.

Innovative programs and the best professional and teaching staff provide the top rankings of the Faculty. The Faculty consists of 8 departments offering Bachelor and Master programs in: Marketing, Business analytics, Economic cybernetics, Finance, banking and insurance, Accounting, Management, Human resources management, Human resources management and labor economics, Tourism management, International economics, International business. Business translation, International economic relations, Economy of enterprises, Entrepreneurship and trade, Tourism business, Applied economy, Management of territory renovation and development, International financial management (in English), Business administration (MBA),

General business administration (General MBA – in English).

The Department of Marketing provides such courses as in e-commerce, PR management, sales and advertising etc.

The Department of Business Statistics and Economic Cybernetics provides such as courses in business statistics, business analytics and business cybernetics etc.

The Department of Finance and Banking management studies problems of financial mechanisms and management of companies and national economies.
The Department of Accounting and Auditing studies problems in company management.

The Department of Management and Behavioral Economics provides such courses as HR management, social responsibility, behavioral economics, self-management, strategic management, corporate culture, HR consulting.

The Department of International Economic Relations provides such courses as global economy, international management, international investment projects, transnational corporations, international business, international organizations, and international financial management.

The Department of Entrepreneurship, Corporative and Spatial Economics studies common aspects of enterprises adaptation to current conditions, level of economic development on regional and global levels. The Department of Mathematics and Mathematic Methods provides such courses as applied mathematics and mathematic modeling for economic analysis.

E-mail: ec.fcl@donnu.edu.ua

The Faculty of History is the oldest one at the University. The formation of the University was started with the Faculty of History and Philology 80 years ago. Today, the Faculty is the modern educational center with a comprehensive range of rigorous educational courses and active research experience. The educational process is made provision for the following majors: “History”, “International relations, public communications and regional studies” and “Political studies”.

Five departments offer programmes of considerable breadth on Bachelor’s, Master’s and PhD levels, challenging canons by means of modern
empirical research and cutting-edge theoretical and methodological reflection:

**Department of History of Ukraine;**
**Department of World History;**
**Department of Special Branches of History;**
**Department of International Relations and Foreign Policy.**

The Faculty alumnus have the vade range of job opportunities. The biggest part of them are professors, teachers, diplomats, state officials, NGOs members, journalists, analytics, public persons etc. Our professors and students are involved in a large number of individual and collective research projects, as well as being members of national and international boards and research teams. Taking advantage of the University location in Vinnytsia and being affiliated to the Donbas Region (Ukraine) the Faculty is an active initiator of ambitious research projects of regional history, Ukrainian history, current issues of international relations and foreign policy and state governing problems.

E-mail: hist.fcl@donnu.edu.ua

**FACULTY OF INFORMATION AND APPLIED TECHNOLOGIES**

**The Faculty of Information and Applied Technologies** provides an opportunity for modern education that provides a high level of competitiveness in the labor market not only in Ukraine but also at the international level. Today its content and profile guarantee wide employment opportunities in the fields of science, higher and school education, business, insurance financial and banking structures, in all
spheres of application of information computer technologies, application of mathematical methods for applied engineering calculations in mechanical engineering, mining and construction as well as in many other areas.

The Faculty consists of following departments:
Department of Applied Mathematics
Department of Information Technology
Department of Management Information Systems
Department of Political Science and Public Administration
Department of Journalism
E-mail: math.fcl@donnu.edu.ua

FACULTY OF PHYSICS AND TECHNOLOGY

The Faculty of Physics and Technology is one of the oldest at the university. Today it comprises three departments that provide bachelor’s and master’s trainings in the following programs:

Department of Computer Technology provides “Software development and computer graphics” (bachelor’s program) and “Intelligent Information Technologies” (master’s program).

Department of Radiophysics and Cybersecurity provides “Cybersecurity” (bachelor’s program), “Internet of Things Technologies” (bachelor’s and master’s program) and “Software product quality engineering” (master’s program). Department of general Physics and Physics Didactics provides “Secondary education (with specialization in physics)”, “Physics and Astronomy”. The strong point of the faculty are professors who not only confirmed their B2 level of English language skills, but also teach their disciplines in English such as “Software Testing”, “Software quality assurance”, “Introduction to the Circuit Theory” etc.

E-mail: phys-tech.fcl@donnu.edu.ua
The faculty is foundational one of the University. We are proud of rich history, traditions of classic education and continuous search of new horizons.

Nowadays faculty unites 5 departments, providing majoring courses of 6 educational programs for both bachelor and master levels (with doctoral programs for philologists and psychologists). Our students participate in important social initiatives, pass deep field and professional trainings out of university auditoriums.

Today three departments – Department of Ukrainian Language, Department of General and Applied Linguistics and Slavic Philology, Department of Theory and History of Ukrainian and World Literature – are responsible for “Ukrainian language and literature”, “Russian language and literature (with Russian-Ukrainian translation)”, which offer in-depth preparation of both classic philologists and professionals who can be successful in every field connected with word and text. “Applied linguistics” combines fundamental linguistic basis and IT competences, offering for students practice and knowledge necessary in nowadays automatic processing of language.

The Department of Psychology organize practical trainings on the base of clinics, schools and consulting offices. Highly demanded educational program “Psychology” is aimed for preparation of both practical psychologists and academicians in corresponding field.

Department of Ukrainian Philology and Culture has been established for teaching disciplines in Ukrainian Studies — «Ukrainian Language» and «Ukrainian and World Culture» — at all faculties of the University.

E-mail: phil.fcl@donnu.edu.ua
The Faculty of Foreign Languages was founded in 1965. Although the faculty is relatively young, it has developed into a thriving hub for education and science. There are 5 departments at the faculty today:

- Department of Translation Studies;
- Department of German Philology;
- Department of English Philology;
- Department of Roman Languages and World Literature;
- Department of Foreign Languages for Specific Purposes.

The students can choose one of the educational programmes provided by the faculty and offered for both Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees:

- the English Language and Translation;
- the German Language and Translation;
- the French Language and Translation.

The students are provided with a high level of education and have an opportunity to master German, English, French or Spanish as a second foreign language.

E-mail: fim.fcl@donnu.edu.ua

Established in 1983, the Faculty of Law is the youngest and the most vibrant faculty. Currently, more than 90% of lecturers have doctoral or candidate degrees in law. Academics are engaged in scientific activities,
improve the quality of teaching combining classical and innovative approaches to the training of lawyers, theoretical and practical training.

4 departments are involved in preparation for Bachelor's and Master's Educational Programs such as:

Department of Constitutional, International and Criminal Law;
Department of Civil Law and Procedure;
Department of Theory and History of the State and Law, Administrative Law;
Department of Economic Law.

Students can choose the specialization in Administrative, Civil, Constitutional, International and Economic Law with in-depth study of elective, professionally oriented disciplines.

There are two laboratories, such as Criminalistics Laboratory and Laboratory of International and European Law.

E-mail: elf.fcl@donnu.edu.ua
VASYL’ STUS DONETSK NATIONAL UNIVERSITY DESCRIPTION

8 FACULTIES
1 EDUCATIONAL AND SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTRY

Languages of Instruction: Ukrainian and English

41 Bachelor's Programs
52 Master's Programs
13 PhD Programs
13 Doctoral Programs

Our Students:

5270 students in 2018

73% full-time student
27% part time students
50% state budget supported students
40% private funds supported students

14.1% Bachelors got Diplomas with Distinction in 2015

Our Professors:

405 professors and lecturers

72% have Doctor of Science or Candidate of Science degrees
36% instructors had international internships and fellowships in 2015
RANKINGS IN 2017/2018

QS World University Rankings ranked DonNU in the category "801+" in 2018.

Website Osvita.ua ranked Vasyl’ Stus DonNU
3 among the universities of Central Ukraine
9 among the classical universities of Ukraine
27 among 286 Ukrainian universities

Scientific Platform Scopus
27 among 128 Ukrainian universities according citations
17 among classical Ukrainian universities according citations

Webometrics
74 among the universities of Ukraine

AWARDS

Freedom Award from Atlantic Council for the promotion of freedom in the world (Wroclaw Global Forum, Poland, 2014)

Grand-Prix in the nomination “Informational Technologies in the University” (28th International Exhibition “Education and Career”, Ukraine, 2015)

Grand-Prix in the nomination “Career guidance for youth” (29th International Exhibition “Education and Career”, Ukraine, 2016)


Double diploma programs with foreign HEIs
Vasyl' Stus Donetsk National University/ Vytautas Magnus University (Kaunas, Lithuania)
Master program
1. Biology/Molecular biology (program in the sphere of molecular biology and biotechnologies)
2. Ecology and environment protection/Ecological science (program in the sphere of ecological management)
   http://www.vdu.lt/en/
Bachelor program
1. Biology/biology (program in the sphere of biology and genetics)
Vasyl' Stus Donetsk National University/ D. A. Tsenov Academy of Economics (Bulgaria)
Master program
"International financial management https://www.uni-svishtov.bg/
https://www.uni-svishtov.bg/"

INTERNATIONAL MEMBERSHIP

European University Association (EUA)
Guide Association (Global Universities in Distance Education, Rome, Italy)
“AIMOS” Universities Network

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS

Project by International Renaissance Foundation
Projects of European Commission Program
Horizon 2020
Projects supported by British Council
European Partnership Program “Matra” supported by the Government of the Kingdom of Netherlands
Erasmus + KA1 Mobility Projects for students, teachers and staff with European Universities

68 partner universities and organisations around the world

Annual free semester studies at partner universities within the framework of bilateral agreements with partner universities in Lithuania, Poland, Germany etc.

Advanced Certificate Programs:
School of Young Official
Christian Theology
Political Journalism
Touristic Business
Medical Law
Media-school “Vin Media”
Economist-ecologist
All-Ukrainian School of Public Policy and Administration
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vul. 600-richchia, 21, Vinnytsia, 21021,
tel.: +38 (0432) 50-89-30
www.donnu.edu.ua
fax: +38 (0432) 50-87-78,
E-mail: rector@donnu.edu.ua